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�No necessity for multilateral approach
�Other countries have found ways to deal with 
storage issue domestically—ie Finland, Sweden

�Others have relied on domestic reprocessing—
Japan, FranceJapan, France

�But South Korea has problems with gaining 
political support for storage

�U.S. doesn’t want ROK to engage or other 
entities in region in domestic 
reprocessing/pyroprocessing



�Common spent fuel problems in Taiwan, 
China, Japan, and future new entrants 
(Vietnam etc)
� Some either have or are looking at reprocessing/pyroprocessing
technologies

�So value for both in multilateral approach

�ROK could placate both U.S ally and domestic constituencies

�U.S. could frame collaboration with ROK as part of broader 
nonproliferation policy, regional policy



� Storage: Interim and Permanent

� PUREX reprocessing in UK, France, or Russia

Pyroprocessing in Russia, China, or US� Pyroprocessing in Russia, China, or US

�Multilateral Engineering Scale Facility in ROK



� Interim storage and permanent repository-preferred option 

�from a nonproliferation point of view-radiation barrier

�Economically less expensive

� Very long term interim storage—same affect on repository space 
as pyroprocessing

�But politically challenging in ROK (esp to have interim storage 
without permanent disposal fpath)without permanent disposal fpath)

� Could store in ROK and have repository in other NWS country 
(Russia, China, US) but not much evidence  countries would 
accept it, particularly on permanent basis. 

� Russia best from economic point of view. Still, new Russia 123 
agreement would help legally but Russia does not have same 
interest once had. 



� Could have either interim storage in

ROK and permanent repository 

overseas or vice versa

� If permanent repository overseas, would make it far easier 
politically to have interim storage in ROK

� Could store in ROK and have repository in other NWS country (Russia, 
China, US) but not clear if other countries would accept it, particularly on 
permanent basis. permanent basis. 

� Russia best from economic point of view (Shipping costs). 

� New U.S.-Russia 123 agreement would help legally (although problems with 
recent Iran sanctions on this)

� But Russia does not have same interest once had. 

� China easier politically? 

�Or could have interim storage overseas for extended period while 
site repository



� Probably path will take and Japan took initially; permitted in 
US-UAE 123
� New US-Russia 123 might permit Russia to be considered

� But expensive process +shipping costs and still have to deal 
with HLW (in fact higher quantities of it) 

� If received MOX, no nonproliferation benefit over spent fuel 
(reverse) and only limited improvement over national 
reprocessing, direct use material Or could have interim storage 
overseas for extended period while site repository



� Russia and China are considering pyroprocessing programs

� US also could construct site (idea under GNEP)

� General benefits of multinational facility 

◦ Built in monitoring beyond safeguards

◦ Raise barrier to diversion of material

� +Benefits of having it outside ROK

◦ Raise confidence in neighboring states (particularly Japan, 
China), prevention of breakout scenario

◦ Keep legal agreements such as denuclearization agreement 
in force

◦ More reassurance if in China, Japan than US?

◦ Question as with option 2—what happens to fuel—if goes 
to ROK also a proliferation concern



� Some models– German sanctuary proposal, NRDC, Angarsk 
IUEC

� Multilateral approaches are favored in NNPA and other US law

� Might have some more wiggle room under denuclearization 
agreement. 
◦ Would North Korea accept this wiggle room or it would threaten any 
commitment on its part to denuclearization agreement thus threatening commitment on its part to denuclearization agreement thus threatening 
Japan, China

◦ Would China, Japan be comfortable with any such facility on ROK soil? 

� Would they participate?

� Lower cost than some other options

� Need to define: What does multilateral control actually mean? 
◦ James Kwon, for example, saw this as a means to ensure that countries 
other than ROK don’t gain this technology 



1. Fast reactors
• Greater regional cooperation and potential joint operation of test 

facilities

2. DUPIC
• China interested in duplicating• China interested in duplicating

• ROK can share expertise

• China might be able to use some of ROK’s spent fuel treated by DUPIC 
process in Canadian reactors.  Could also encourage ROK to move 
forward with final stages of program

3. Other recommendations
• Establish regional forum to deal with spent fuel

• ROK should seek to have US Blue Ribbon cmsn consider what to 
do with US-origin fuel overseas w/ ROK spent fuel a top priority 


